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OUR YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY 
The final issue of the magazine each year usually gives me a 
chance to take stock of what happened over the previous 12 
months. In last year’s Winter issue, this column included my 
personal discoveries such as a newly acquired passion for 
squash, along with important developments for AIA|DC, such 
as its adoption of a new set of design excellence criteria for our 
competitions that addresses climate action.
 Developments like those now seem quite distant due to the 
extraordinary, pandemic-dominated year we are now completing. 
I haven’t played squash since February, because it’s an indoor 

game and Washington’s daily number of new confirmed COVID cases, while fairly 
low compared to those of certain other U.S. jurisdictions, is still high enough to make 
shared indoor activities risky. And while our design competitions employed the new 
design excellence criteria, the importance of that seemed overshadowed by the fact 
that all of our juries and subsequent award ceremonies had to be conducted virtually. 
It was a year filled with questions about when the pandemic will end, and what our 
next normal may be.

 Living with the pandemic has often been saddening and exhausting, but there 
have been a few silver linings. Some friends of ours have become closer through 
weekly shared dinners on FaceTime, and my 100-year-old mother, who spent her 
centennial birthday without her family because of travel restrictions, was nicely fêted 
(at a safe distance) by her neighbors. She has since learned to use Zoom, and in some 
ways, she’s been able to spend more time with her family since March than she might 
have in a usual year.  
 In spite of the pandemic—and in some ways because of it—the Chapter and the 
Foundation have been more active than ever. Conducting our classes and other events 
virtually has reduced travel times for attendees essentially to zero, increasing our 
attendance numbers—in some cases quite substantially. Our Fall Design Fête, which 
celebrates honorees and project award winners, was held virtually this year, and it 
was viewed by many more people than have attended our past in-person fêtes. We’re 
looking forward to holding more events and otherwise connecting more frequently 
with local organizations, such as the American Society of Landscape Architects 
(ASLA), and more-distant ones, such as the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA). 
 We’re also using this time to address certain challenges we face as an organization, 
such as increasing our diversity. It’s no big secret that the AIA is a majority white and 
majority male organization. So how do we change that for the future? Part of that involves 
stating our values clearly, and as one measure for doing that, the photographs at right 
show our statement on social justice as it currently runs along the almost 60-foot 
length of our front windows. To cite another action, the Chapter is now employing 
JUST, which is a program from the International Living Future Institute that helps 
organizations optimize policies for improving social equity and enhancing  
employee engagement.
 At the end of a year in which the pandemic took the lives of loved ones and 
friends, caused huge economic pain, and disrupted our lives in countless other ways, 
this issue of ARCHITECTUREDC strikes a determined and optimistic note by focusing 
on projects with strong sustainable and resilient design features—in other words, 
projects that will help us all over the long run. We hope you’ll enjoy reading about 
these projects, and that you’ll soon be able to visit them in person safely, with the 
pandemic behind us.

As always, we love to hear from you, so please drop us a line with your comments.

Mary Fitch, AICP, Hon. AIA
Publisher
mfitch@aiadc.com
@marycfitch
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DC Continues its Ambitious Revamp  
of Educational Facilities
by Denise Liebowitz

Schools  
on a Mission
Schools  
on a Mission

During the past 20 years, Washington has been engaged in a 
sweeping modernization of its public school buildings. In the 
1980s and ’90s, public outcry over the crumbling condition of 
city schools—from leaking roofs and rat infestations to missing 
windows and non-functioning bathrooms—set the stage for 
change. A 1987 lawsuit by Parents United requiring District of 
Columbia Public Schools (DCPS) to comply with city fire codes, 
followed by years of community activism and negotiation, 
finally resulted in a city-wide plan for a fully funded 
modernization program. 
 While there have been challenges surrounding cost over-
runs, construction delays, and equitable distribution of funding 
across all city wards, the achievement of the modernization 
campaign is undeniably impressive. Since 2000, 70 schools have 
been completely overhauled, representing a total investment of 
more than $4 billion. And eight more are in the active pipeline. 
“We are opening between three and five completely modernized 

school buildings each year in DC,” said Andrea Swiatocha, AIA, 
deputy chief of facilities at DCPS. “Across the country, this rate 
is really unprecedented.”
 In spite of the daunting scope of its undertaking, the city 
has consistently demonstrated its commitment to serious 
architecture that responds to the unique needs and aspirations 
of each school. Rather than impose cookie-cutter prototypes, 
the city has established Education Specifications (“Ed Specs”): 
guidelines for space, design features, and educational programs 
that serve as benchmarks for each school modernization. They 
are intended as a framework that establishes equity across 
the school system and gives architects, school leadership, and 
the community flexibility for creativity. In addition, a School 
Improvement Team is formed at every school where a major 
capital project is scheduled. These teams, composed of teachers, 
school staff, neighbors, parents, even students, help tailor the 
project for their school. 

Photos © Ken Wyner, Ken Wyner Photography
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 If in the earliest days of the DC school modernization 
campaign the goals were modest—like keep the rain out and 
the heat on—today’s expectations for 21st-century schools 
are far higher. In ways not contemplated 20 years ago, city 
school buildings are expected to provide flexible learning 
environments, accommodate a variety of pedagogical 
approaches, house expanded student support services, and 
deliver healthy, highly efficient, and cost-saving sustainable 
design. And now in a further evolution and in the wake of 
COVID-19, school architects are already thinking about design 
for resiliency, safety, and well-being in new ways. 
 Two recent additions to the long list of overhauled public 
schools, Benjamin Murch Elementary School and Kimball 
Elementary School, reflect the high-quality design and 
customized learning environments that have become hallmarks 
of the city’s modernization campaign.

Project: Murch Elementary School Renovation  
and Addition, 
4810 36th Street, NW, Washington, DC

Architects of Record: R. McGhee & Associates
Associate Architects: Hord Coplan Macht
Landscape Architects: Jordan Honeyman Landscape Architecture
Structural Engineers: SK&A Structural Engineers
MEP Engineers: Setty & Associates International
Civil/Geotechnical Engineers: CDDI LLC
Archaeological Consultants: EHT Traceries Inc.
Technology Consultants: Educational Systems Planning
Acoustical Consultants: Acoustical Design Collaborative LTD
Transportation Planners: Gorove-Slade Associates Inc.
Cost Estimators: TCT Cost Consultants LLC
Kitchen Consultants: Nyikos Associates Inc.
LEED Consultants: Doo Consulting
General Contractor: MCN Build

Photos © Ken Wyner, Ken Wyner Photography New, partially below-grade cafeteria with rooftop play area in the foreground, and the historic school building in the right background.

Outdoor learning garden between classroom wings of the Murch Elementary School.

The addition to the  
Murch Elementary School.
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Murch Elementary:  
Learning is Everywhere
“Fantastic—and the inside spaces are as great as 
the outside ones.” This was the comment from one 
mother keeping track of her kids on the boisterous 
playground of the Benjamin Murch Elementary School 
in Northwest Washington on a recent fall afternoon. 
This Murch parent and resident of the neighborhood 
gave full voice to her enthusiasm for the recently 
renovated and expanded school. And it’s not hard to 
see why. Even in the era of remote learning, the school 
remains an important neighborhood focal point and a 
welcoming presence. 
 “This was a very engaged community well 
before the school project even began,” said Ronnie 
McGhee, FAIA, LEED AP, principal of R. McGhee & 
Associates, a firm with extensive experience in historic 
preservation and school projects. “The neighbors were 
well organized and knew what they wanted. They were 
clear that the scale of the new construction should not 
overwhelm the surrounding residential streets and 
they wanted us to retain the primacy of the historic 
building on the site. And they definitely wanted the 
playgrounds to remain a community amenity.”

 McGhee explained that the original circa-1930 
building was one of many “extensible” school buildings 
constructed throughout Washington in the first half of the  
20th century. Often designed with T-shaped or U-shaped 
wings, the extensible schools were built in sections as the  
student population grew and funds became available.  
“Murch is one of the few remaining intact extensible 
school buildings in the city and the Historic Preservation 
Office was clear it needed to be protected.”
 The school’s “Reggio Emilia” academic approach, 
named after the city in Italy where it was developed 
and which stresses learn-by-doing, self-discovery, 
respect for the natural world, and informal social 
collaboration, also influenced design choices. Paul 
Lund, AIA, LEED AP, BD+C, is a principal with Hord 
Coplan Macht, a firm with a significant portfolio of 
education projects across the country, and associate 
architect on the Murch modernization. “We took every 
opportunity to make the spaces as flexible as possible. 
Learning is everywhere, indoors and outdoors. Students 
and teachers can break out of classrooms and use 
corridors, niches, and gathering areas for small-group 
learning. Unstructured space is key to the design.”
 To accommodate a pre-K through 5th grade 
student population of 720 and provide flexible indoor/

Photo © Ken Wyner, Ken Wyner PhotographyRenovated library in the historic building.
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outdoor learning spaces, the modernization features a 
60,000-square-foot addition that more than doubles the 
size the original school. The exterior stone and brick 
of the historic building are echoed in the variation 
of red brick and masonry of the new construction. 
At the base of the historic building, the transition 
between the stone and red brick is referenced in 
the new construction and ties the two together. The 
addition’s massing, articulation, window placement, 
and materials complement rather than overwhelm 
the original building. The school’s distinctive cupola 
continues to dominate the original entry façade and 
students can catch glimpses of it as they move through 
the building interior. 
 Reoriented toward Davenport Street, a new entry 
and lobby are located in the glassy connection between 
the new and old buildings. Adjacent to the lobby 
are two classroom wings or “pods” separated by an 
outdoor learning garden that is accessible to the pre-K 
and kindergarten common areas on the ground level. 
Open space between these pods allows natural light to 
flood the classrooms and helps break down the overall 
scale of the addition.
 From the lobby, a new circulation spine joins the 
older building to the new classroom and gymnasium 

pods as well as to the school’s common spaces on both 
the first and second levels. The former auditorium 
becomes a new media center/maker space that is a 
central and flexible focus for daily school activities. 
Where the new and historic buildings meet and where 
floor alignments transition is an open collaborative 
space, termed the Nexus, which offers views of the 
entry and cupola.
 A cafeteria is tucked into the lower level at the 
corner of the building. This placement allows the 
cafeteria to function independently for community 
meetings and voting, and provide a rooftop play space 
for the youngest children. This below-grade level also 
provides parking for 25 cars. 
 The interior is defined by ample natural light, 
views to the outdoors, and durable materials. Wood 
slatted ceilings and exposed brick provide organic 
elements in various locations. In places where it was 
not possible to salvage the old terrazzo flooring, it was 
replaced with new but similar terrazzo. In the 1930s 
building, many “character-defining features” were 
retained, such as millwork and Palladian windows. 
 “There were a number of site issues that could 
be viewed as either challenges or opportunities,” 
recalled McGhee. “We always tried to see them as 

Photo © Judy Davis

Courtesy of R. McGhee & Associates

Early Education Learning Commons, with entry to the gymnasium at right.

Central corridor in the  
existing building before renovation.
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opportunities.” Challenged with an addition larger 
than the original structure, limited outdoor recreation 
space, and a neighborhood determined to protect its 
school play areas, the design team maximized every 
square foot of outdoor space. Temporary classroom 
trailers, dumpsters, and utility sheds were removed 
from the site as was a surface parking lot. Through 
negotiations with the National Park Service, a parcel 
of land on the north end of the site that had once been 
part of Fort Circle Park was added to the school’s play 
area. “At the end, through the cooperation of the Park 
Service, we ended up with just about as much outdoor 
recreation space as existed before construction of the 
addition,” said McGhee. 
 With an education program that values a 
connection to nature and indoor/outdoor learning, the 
pre-K and kindergarten classes have direct access to 
an open-air learning courtyard, as well as a bird and 
butterfly pollinator garden, a labyrinth, and a school 
farm with raised planting beds, which sit on top of the  
green cafeteria roof. An extensive rain garden and 
bioretention system surround the site. There are sports  
fields, imaginative climbing structures, colorful furniture, 
and space for quiet chats as well as exuberant play.
 The Murch School modernization incorporates the 
environmentally sustainable materials, technologies, 
and practices necessary for its LEED Gold certification. 

The redesign of the site features native and adaptive 
plants, protection of existing heritage trees, and a 
storm water retention system that can recycle for either 
irrigation or for underground storage. The advanced 
“R Tank” storm water system has a smaller footprint 
than older systems and frees up precious space for play 
areas. No potable water is used for landscape irrigation.
 The historic building and the addition are tied 
together with a new high-efficiency HVAC system, low-
flow plumbing, and wood that comes from responsibly 
managed forests. Daylight and occupancy sensors and 
timer switches with manual overrides all help control 
lighting and reduce energy consumption.
 “There was a school and community here to 
preserve,” said McGhee. “My daughter went to Murch, 
so while I was the architect, I was also a Murch parent 
myself and it was probably a little easier to build trust 
with neighbors and parents. They knew we were on 
their side.”
 The architect recalled that just after Mayor Muriel 
Bowser’s official ribbon-cutting ceremony he was 
chatting with colleagues near the cafeteria. “A few kids 
seeing the new school for the first time came running 
down the stairs. When they saw the light, the colors, 
and the space they just started yelling ‘awesome!’ and 
‘amazing!’ Those are the moments that make these 
school projects feel so worthwhile.”

Photo © Ken Wyner, Ken Wyner PhotographyRooftop play and gardening area over the cafeteria at Murch Elementary School.
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Kimball Elementary:  
An Oasis of Learning
Like Murch, Kimball Elementary serves pre-K through 5th 
grade and was built as one of the city’s “extensible” school 
buildings. The original building was constructed in 1941 with 
one extension in 1949 and another in 1966. The 1941 building 
was retained, but the two later additions were demolished to 
make way for a new wing. The new construction more than 
doubles the space of the historic and now renovated building. 
 However, in important ways, the two schools are different. 
Kimball is a much smaller school—the new building can 
accommodate 460 students—and while Murch is in one of  
the most affluent parts of the city, Kimball is in one of its  
most underserved. 
 Again like Murch, Kimball had its own pedagogical 
identity and specific goals for its new school. Kimball offers a 
complete STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and 
Math) program for all grades with a curriculum emphasizing 
connections to the natural world. It also had security concerns. 
Parents wanted the school, which is located in Southeast 
Washington on busy Minnesota Avenue with lots of traffic 
and a nearby bus stop, to create a safe place for their children. 
“We took every opportunity to make coming to school a good 
experience for everyone,” said project architect Paul Lund, the 
Hord Coplan Macht principal who also worked on the Murch 
modernization. “What came out of the engagement with the 
school and community was that they wanted Kimball to be a 
protected oasis of learning.”

 One way of creating this oasis was through biophilic 
design. Lund explained his firm’s involvement in AIA-funded 
research on how school design can impact student well-being. 
Biophilic design seeks to reconnect the individual to the natural 
world. Abundant and dynamic daylight, access to the outdoors, 
views to greenery, and a variety of cues evoking the natural 
elements of earth, air, fire, and water all feature in the biophilic 
approach to the built world. According to the architect, studies 
indicate that student stress decreases and academic achievement 
increases in biophilic environments. 
 In creating its oasis, the design team began by organizing 
the new wing around a central courtyard. The wing contains 
the classrooms, the new gymnasium/auditorium, and cafeteria, 
while the administrative offices and art and music facilities are 
housed in the historic building. Classrooms are grouped by 
grade level with the youngest children on the lowest level and 
older ones on the upper two levels.  
 The courtyard itself functions as a protected outdoor 
learning and gardening space and is closely tied to the school’s 

Project: Kimball Elementary School Renovation  
and Addition, 
3375 Minnesota Avenue, SE, Washington, DC

Architects/Landscape Architects/Interior Designers: Hord Coplan Macht
Structural Engineers: SK&A
MEP Engineers: Global Engineering Solutions
Civil Engineers: Bowman Consulting
Construction Manager/Design-Builder: MCN Build

Photo © Anne ChanAddition to Kimball Elementary School.
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Photo © Anne Chan

Learning courtyard at Kimball Elementary School, with 
amphitheater in the foreground. During non-pandemic 
times, in pleasant weather, the courtyard will be filled with 
students for much of the school day.
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partnership with Foodprints, a non-profit that integrates 
gardening, cooking, and nutrition with the goal to improve the 
health of students and their families. The Hord Coplan Macht 
landscape team designed the courtyard that includes an outdoor 
classroom as well as a teaching wall to facilitate instruction and 
amphitheater seating. 
 Single-loaded corridors surrounding the courtyard bring 
light to all three levels of the interior, and oversized windows 
offer views into the courtyard. A large glass wall opens from 
the ground-floor interior common space into the courtyard 

and a cooking classroom also has easy access to the courtyard 
gardening activity. At the second level a spacious roof terrace 
offers another prospect over the courtyard. 
 With the central courtyard establishing the sense of refuge 
that the school community sought, the Hord Coplan Macht team 
addressed the security concerns for children coming to and 
from school. A glass hyphen connects the historic building to 
the new addition and provides a double-sided entry. The school 
can still be accessed from Minnesota Avenue and thus retains 
a civic presence on the heavily traveled street, but the primary 

Photo © Anne ChanOriginal Kimball Elementary School building at right, with the new entrance in the center and addition at left.

Photo © Anne ChanOriginal Kimball Elementary School building at left, with the new entrance at right.
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entry is now located on the opposite side of the hyphen. 
Most students and their families approach the school 
from this direction and now are able to avoid travel on 
Minnesota Avenue in their daily commute to school. 
 Happily, and in support of its biophilic approach, 
Kimball is adjacent to the nearly 400-acre Fort Dupont 
Park, an oasis of green woodlands in the midst of 
Southeast Washington. Lund and his team took every 
opportunity to maximize the connection between the 
park and the school. The cafeteria, the library, and gym 
are all located on the south end of the school allowing 
for wide vistas into the park. The natural environment 
of the park is evoked in numerous ways in the interior 
and exterior design and materials. One interior space 
enveloped by views out to the woods has a three-
dimensional ceiling mimicking the green canopy of 
trees. Each floor has wayfinding graphics and colors 
drawn from nature’s fundamental elements: earth, 
water, air, and fire. 
 Interior spaces are designed to be flexible and 
adaptable to small-group learning. In the library, for 
example, nearly all the furniture is on wheels so the 
room can be easily reconfigured as required. Interactive 
boards, a teaching station, and mobile laptop carts are 
available. Separated from the library by a glass wall is a 
maker space, where kids can have hands-on learning.
 The red brick exterior is punctuated by details of 
wood and high-performance concrete panels. Lund 
noted that the light-colored cladding identifies major 
gathering and common areas within the school such 
as the gymnasium and library. The south façade facing 
the park and the school playground incorporates a 
large sheltering porch, where students can gather 
during inclement weather. In addition to an exuberant 
climbing structure, the playground includes a cycle 
track where kids can learn to ride bikes and tricycles in 
a safe space. 
 After decades of neglect in which the city’s 
public school buildings were at best uninspiring and 
at worst downright unsafe, Washington now has 
a large and growing collection of schools meeting 
high architectural standards, worthy of the nation’s 
capital, and most important, providing a world-class 
environment for the children who learn in them.

Photo © Anne Chan

Library with views toward the adjacent  
park and ceiling panels that evoke the  

park’s tree canopy.
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Photo © Anne Chan Photo © Anne ChanStairwell with super-graphic  
bearing natural imagery.
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School and Grounds Modernization 
Revives History and Nature
by Steven K. Dickens, AIA, LEED AP

It Takes a VillageIt Takes a Village

Prior to its recent modernization, completed in December 2018, 
Garrison Elementary School was a poster child for the neglect 
of public facilities in the city. In 2012, a group of neighbors 
approached the Washington Architecture Foundation (WAF) 
seeking help through the WAF’s Community Design Services 
program. Their goal was to generate public interest and political 
support for improvements to the school grounds and building. 
A notice seeking pro bono services was placed in the AIA|DC 
newsletter and caught the eye of Steven Orlansky, AIA, LEED 
AP, a principal of Newman Architects.
 Knowing that landscape design would be important to the 
effort, Orlansky recruited Jonathan Fitch, ASLA, of Landscape 
Architecture Bureau (LAB), to assist. 
 The architects and landscape architects led interested 
teachers and community members in a “visioning” process. 
After several months of progress, they facilitated a series of 
larger community sessions in multiple languages. The group 
was “multicultural, multiethnic, and multigenerational,” 
according to Fitch. Accordingly, the community was well-
positioned for successful resistance when the DC Public  
Schools (DCPS) slated Garrison for permanent closure a couple 
of years later.
 DCPS changed course and decided to renovate Garrison 
instead. Newman joined with BELL Architects to form a joint 

venture to execute the project. At this point, the architects 
and key members of the community group took part in the 
DCPS “SIT” (School Improvement Team”) program. Basic goals 
included facilities improvements for the school’s 350 students 
and faculty and community use of facilities during non-school 
hours. But the visioning process also yielded some unusual 
goals specific to the site, notably the resuscitation of a piece of 
Washington’s Civil War history.

Project: Garrison Elementary School Renovation  
and Landscape, 
1200 S Street, NW, Washington, DC

Architects: Newman Architects, PC (design); BELL Architects, PC 
(architects of record)
Landscape Architects: Landscape Architecture Bureau, LLC
Civil Engineers: Wiles Mensch Corporation
Public Art Consultants: After Architecture; Davis McCarty; Valerie 
Theberge; Vinnie Bagwell
Landscape Consultants: W.H. Boyer, Inc.
Playgrounds/Field Consultants: HGRM Corporation
Contractor: GCS | Sigal

Photo © Newman Architects

The entrance before renovation.

Photo ©  
Tom Holdsworth

The renovated main entrance to Garrison Elementary School. 
Note the mosaic-covered boulders on the porch.
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The new nature walk along S Street.

Photo ©  
Tom Holdsworth

Photo © Tom Holdsworth
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 The land on which Garrison sits was still rural until 
the Civil War, when the federal government built barracks 
on the site for Union Army soldiers. The facility was named 
Camp Barker. As the war progressed, the Union confiscated 
Confederate “properties,” including many slaves. The need to 
house these people led to Camp Barker’s repurposing in 1862 
as a “contraband camp,” one of several in the area, so called 
because freed or escaped slaves’ legal status was “contraband.” 
The Union Army recruited at these camps for its “Colored 
Troops” regiments, whose members are now honored at the 
African American Civil War Memorial and Museum two blocks 
north of Garrison School.
 President Lincoln, travelling between the White House and 
the Soldiers Home, often passed Camp Barker. In the fall of 1862, 
he visited the camp and made a public address. A photo of this 
event, with a big crowd and Black children singing, is the only 
known photograph of Camp Barker. This was around the time 
of its peak population, estimated at 4,000. The camp was closed 
in 1863 due to an outbreak of cholera, but many of its residents 
stayed in the immediate area, forming the nucleus for the rise 
of Shaw and U Street (2 blocks to the north) as centers of Black 
culture in the early to mid-20th century. 
 The designers’ early visioning studies featured two cross-
axes. The point where these axes meet is approximately where 
Lincoln is believed to have stood. It is the focal point of the 
design: an “outdoor classroom” that is also a space for play and 
community gatherings. It is marked by a prismatic tower by the 

artist Davis McCarty, the pointed form of which was inspired 
by the tents of Camp Barker. The adjacent portion of the school 
building is a double-volume multipurpose room with floor-to-
ceiling windows. The space is original to the 1964 school, but 
the windows were enlarged from small, high clerestories. When 
doors to the adjacent lobby are open, there is a view from S 
Street through to the outdoor classroom and schoolyard. 
 McCarty’s tower is one of the products of a public art brief 
that Newman Architects created for the project. Three portals 
marking community entrance points to the site were designed 
by After Architecture of Roanoke—these were specifically 
conceived as the Camp Barker Memorial. Panels of bright brass 
and bas-relief sculptures in bronze by local artist Vinnie Bagwell 
are set into charred wood frames. At the school’s main entrance, 
renewed by the Newman/BELL Joint Venture to be glassy and 
welcoming, mosaic-clad boulders by the artist Valerie Theberge 
combine whimsy and functionality, since they offer places to sit. 
There is also a mural inside the school.
 LAB’s Michael W. Smith, Assoc. AIA, Assoc. ASLA, 
Assoc. NOMA, noted, “The community wanted the kids to 
have a connection to nature.” Accordingly, along S Street, 
a meandering nature walk was created, with native plants 
attracting pollinators. It doubles as a wheelchair ramp for the 
main entrance. A similar semi-natural zone was created along 
the south side of the building; classrooms look out to this area, 
which serves as a buffer to the play fields.

Photo © Newman Architects

Photo © Prakash PatelNew outdoor classroom, featuring the sculpture by Davis McCarty and seating made  
of repurposed wood provided by DC’s Urban Lumber Mill.

The area before renovation.
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 In July 2012, an archeological survey of the schoolyard (then 
mostly used as church parking) was conducted by the African 
American Civil War Museum using ground-penetrating radar 
and magnetometry. This mostly revealed more recent remnants, 
such as the imprint of 12th Street, NW, which once ran through 
the site, and the original Garrison School building (1889, with 
multiple later expansions), which was demolished after the 
current one was constructed in 1964. But it also identified areas 
where objects from Camp Barker—lost utensils, chips of pottery, 
and so forth—are likely to be found. 
 The recent modernization did not include funding for 
an archeological dig. The areas of significance fall under the 
playfields, which, per DCPS standards, have synthetic turf. 
Normal installation for synthetic turf, noted the landscape 
architects, requires fairly deep excavation, replacing the 
underlying soil with layers of rock and engineered media. To 
avoid excavation, a structural geogrid was used instead. This 
cost considerably more but saved the archeological treasures for 
future investigation. 
 “The story of this school is really the story of tenacious 
community activism,” stated architect Orlansky. “From 2013 
through the project’s completion in 2018, they pushed and 
pushed and pushed. They were integral to the planning, and 
they refused to let go of the vision; they insisted on getting what 
they felt their community deserves.” The citizens group, noted 
Fitch, was much larger than he typically sees for school or park 
advocacy groups, with scores of active participants. Equally
important, they and the design team were savvy, tapping into 
diverse resources starting with the WAF’s Community Design 

Services, continuing through DCPS’s SIT process, to DC’s public 
art program, and the District Department of Transportation’s 
Urban Lumber Mill, which milled trees from the site to become 
stools in the outdoor classroom—an innovative reuse strategy. 
 What was once a blight is now a LEED-Gold neighborhood 
center and landmark. The school itself is completely revitalized, 
and the facilities for outdoor recreation are heavily used by both 
the school and the community. During the pandemic, the fields 
have hosted an array of cross-fit, yoga, pilates, and other exercise 
classes, as well as individuals jogging along the perimeter or 
doing calisthenics. Neighbors drink their coffee while sitting on 
the mosaic-covered boulders. But the school children will return 
someday, and the memorialization of history and  
re-incorporation of nature are permanent. 

Photo © Prakash Patel

Photo © Tom Holdsworth

The outdoor classroom, with playing fields to the right.

One of the portals memorializing Camp Barker,  
by After Architecture.
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Biomedical Building at the Universities  
at Shady Grove Promotes Biophilia
by Ronald O’Rourke

A Healthy Regard 
 for Design
A Healthy Regard  
for Design

The newly built Biomedical Sciences and Engineering (BSE) 
Education Facility at the Universities at Shady Grove (USG) 
has achieved LEED NC-2009 Platinum certification—the 
LEED system’s highest level of certification. But the project’s 
environmental design chops don’t end there: The six-story, 
228,000-square-foot building, consisting of two masonry-clad  
wings connected by a glassy, light-filled atrium, was additionally 
designed to promote among its occupants a sense of wellbeing 
and biophilia, a term that refers to a hypothesized innate human 
desire or tendency to commune with nature. Consequently, 
in addition to its sustainable-design features, the project is 
intended to advance environmental connectivity, user health, 
and productivity through the experience of the building itself.

 The project’s designers were Cooper Carry, an architecture 
and design firm with offices in Washington, DC, New York, and 
Atlanta, and Lake | Flato, an architecture firm with offices in 
San Antonio and Austin. The firms have collaborated on several 
projects over the last decade. For the BSE project, Cooper Carry 
was the architect of record and the interior designer, while Lake |  
Flato was the associate architect and design lead, as well as 
the sustainable design lead. Key team members were Brent 
Amos, AIA, LEED AP, and Mark Jensen, AIA, LEED AP, both 
principals at Cooper Carry, Rick Fredlund, AIA, LEED AP, a 
project manager at Cooper Carry, and Ryan Jones, AIA, LEED 
AP BD+C, a principal at Lake | Flato.

Entry plaza of the Biomedical Sciences and  
Engineering Education Facility at the  

Universities at Shady Grove.

Glass façade with sail-like sunscreens.
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Project: Universities at Shady Grove, Biomedical Sciences  
& Engineering Education Facility, 
9631 Gudelsky Drive, Rockville, MD

Architects of Record/Interior Designers: Cooper Carry
Associated Architects/Lead Designers/Sustainability Lead: Lake | Flato Architects
Landscape Architects: Mahan Rykiel Associates
Lighting Consultants: MCLA Architectural Lighting Design
Structural Engineers: Cagley & Associates
Mechanical/Electrical Engineers: Affiliated Engineers
Plumbing Engineers: Global Engineering Solutions
Civil Engineers: Site Resources
Geotechnical Engineers: Schnabel Engineering
Code/Fire Protection/Site Electrical Engineers: WFT Engineering
AV/IT/Security Consultants: Convergent Technologies Design Group
Elevator Consultants: Atlantic Consulting
Traffic Consultants: Wells + Associates
Signage Consultants: Mimar Architects
Lab Planners: Research Facilities Design
FF&E Consultants: NIKA Architects
Waterproofing Consultants: CurtainWall Design Consulting
Water Use/Wetlands Consultants: Biohabitats
Materials Consultant: Building Green
Wind Engineering/Air Quality Consultants: CPP
Energy Modeling: Transsolar
Surveyors: Accurate Infrastructure Data
Commissioning Agent: ONIX
Cost Consultants: M.A. + Associates
Expediter: NMP Engineering Consultants
Construction Manager: Gilbane Building Company

All photos © Feinknopf Photography/Brad FeinknopfTerraced lawn with wall seating.

Boardwalk connecting the east courtyard  
to the adjacent wetlands.
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 USG is a regional campus of the University System 
of Maryland that offers 80 undergraduate and graduate 
degree programs from nine different Maryland public 
universities. The $175-million BSE facility, which is 
USG’s fourth academic building, houses 20 teaching 
laboratories, 12 active learning classrooms, two lecture 
halls, a product-design laboratory and maker space for 
student research, academic offices, and a dental clinic 
with 20 dental chairs and four surgical offices that 
will provide comprehensive dental care to community 
patients. Each floor of the building includes one “icon” 
laboratory space, and tiered classrooms and glass-
enclosed labs support a goal of putting science on display.
 Classes offered at the building support 17 
undergraduate and graduate programs in healthcare, 
biosciences, engineering, and computational science 
for the University of Maryland, College Park, the 
University of Maryland, Baltimore, and the University 
of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC). The addition 
of the new building will permit the campus to increase 
its enrollment from 3,000-plus students to more than 
7,500 over the next several years.
 The project incorporates numerous features 
supporting LEED goals and the promotion of wellbeing 
and biophilia. “Biophilic goals are focused on human 
senses and experience, while LEED for the most part is 
focused on building performance,” Jones said. Far from 
conflicting with one another, however, the project’s 
LEED and biophilia design goals were complementary, 
Fredlund added.
 To achieve the highest-level LEED certification, 
the building was designed to reduce water and energy 
use by 79% and 36%, respectively, compared to a 
conventionally designed building of similar size. The 
reduction in water use was achieved through rainwater 
capture, recovery of HVAC system condensation, 
capturing the output from foundation and under-
slab dewatering systems, and diverting that output 
to a 20,000-gallon cistern for flushing toilets and a 
10,000-gallon cistern for irrigating the site’s landscape.
 The reduction in energy use was achieved through 
features such as a heat-recovery chiller that adequately 
conditions the building in mild weather, active chilled 
beams in labs, LED lighting, and air-side economizers, 
which allow outside air into the building when the 
ambient temperature falls within a certain range. The 
building has a measurement and verification system 
to monitor its energy performance and display it on 
screens throughout the facility. Photovoltaic arrays on 
the roofs of the BSE building and an adjacent building 
and parking structure provide 19% of the building’s 
electrical requirements, and the design includes a 
provision for adding wind turbines for generating more 
on-site electrical power.
 “Since the campus is small and constrained on 
all its edges, we knew that in the future the site would 
be very limiting for the university,” Jones said. “For 
this reason, we chose to use a smaller footprint and 
taller massing, which also meant we could maximize 
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daylight and views of the surrounding landscape.
Ninety-five percent of regularly occupied spaces 
have access to views and daylight, and 90% of 
regularly occupied spaces have access to views of the 
surrounding landscape.”
 Features for promoting indoor air quality include 
motorized operable windows that naturally ventilate 
the building during the shoulder seasons when 
the temperature and humidity levels are moderate. 
The building incorporates three types of reclaimed 
wood sourced from Louisiana and Texas—sinker 
cypress, which is used at the building’s three primary 
entrances, and red and white oak, which are used at 
various points on the interior of the atrium, and for 
built-in seating throughout the building.
 The biophilic design features “include common 
strategies such as maximizing views of nature, 
harvesting maximum levels of daylight, and using 
warm natural materials,” Jones said. “However, 
BSE’s biophilic experience also includes a connection 
to water, natural variability of air flow, biomorphic 
patterning and texture, organic complexity within the 
design, and other spatial habitat design strategies that 
increase our psychological comfort and curiosity.” 
 One of the project’s primary biophilic goals 
was to reorient the campus toward nature and the 
surrounding natural ecology. A key measure for 
accomplishing that concerned the local area’s wetlands, 
which the campus’s other buildings essentially 

ignore. The architects sited the new building so as to 
engage the wetlands through views, material choices, 
and circulation, and designed the structure so as to 
minimize its impact on the natural landscape.
 The wetlands and the associated 100-year flood 
plain, Fredlund explained, “are part of the Piney 
Branch Watershed/Watts Branch Watershed that 
connects to the Potomac River, so limiting any impact 
to this sensitive natural environment was a primary 
goal.” In support of that objective, native planting was 
emphasized along the wetlands’ edge, and outdoor 
rooms of varying vegetation types were designed 
to passively respond to seasonal temperatures and 
comfort. In addition, “an elevated boardwalk traverses 
the wetlands to connect to a 700-car parking structure 
east of the wetland, becoming the primary east-west 
pedestrian corridor. All site water is diverted to the 
west, away from the wetlands, and filtered through 15 
micro-bioswales,” Fredlund said, referring to channels 
that are designed to concentrate and convey storm 
water runoff while filtering debris and pollution. The 
bioswales reduce storm water runoff by almost 30%, 
and became a key feature of the site landscape design.
 The site design also incorporates an outdoor 
public artwork by Michael Singer Studio, entitled 
Piney Branch Water Garden, which connects directly 
to the boardwalk traversing the wetlands and 
features harvested rainwater that flows over layers of 
underwater sculpted surfaces. 

Lounge area.
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 “The symbiotic relationship between public art, 
building performance, ecological connectivity, and 
human comfort found in the water garden is the 
result of a holistic collaboration between Michael 
Singer Studio and our design team,” Jones said. “By 
integrating rainwater capture and filtration with 
both interior and exterior ecology, we reinforced the 
building’s performance as a natural system. Excess 
water activates the water feature and the surrounding 
bioswales, and is kept out of the adjacent watershed. 
The Michael Singer Studio integrated familiar patterns, 
both organic and manmade, found in the building’s 
academic program to create a strong connection and 
personal identity to the water garden. An interior 
garden wall brings the outdoors in and activates the 
adjacent stairway and study area.”
 The building’s interior spaces, the architects said, 
“incorporate design strategies that reference the natural 
world. Green-colored glass, reclaimed wood siding, 
and living green walls mimic biological environments. 
The patterning near the vertical circulation of the 
building alludes to the vertical circulation of water and 
nutrients through trees, while colors and patterns on 
walls and carpets were chosen to add visual interest 
and evoke a sense of natural order and comfort. 
Materials, furniture, and [the interior] color palette 
were designed to celebrate the variability of color found 

in plant species found on site, and the seasonal colors of 
the natural environment of the wetlands into the heart 
of the building.”
 Although the building was opened for the 2020 
Winter/Spring semester, in-person use of the facility 
was curtailed when the pandemic prompted the campus 
to shift to virtual learning. Even so, “comments have 
been enthusiastic about the level of natural daylight 
and views, and the transparency into the learning 
environment of the classrooms and labs,” Fredlund 
said. “I’m particularly proud of the level of daylighting 
achieved throughout the building, enhanced by the 
interior transparency of the labs and classrooms that 
put science and learning on display.”
 Jones enjoys “how the building nurtures a sense 
of discovery and exploration as you move through it. 
Materials, daylight, and views work in collaboration 
to create a wide variety of human-scaled spaces and 
experiences throughout the building. I enjoy the 
tactility and sweeping form of the wood wall around 
the auditorium, the relief and joy you feel when 
entering the atrium, the excitement you feel when 
traversing a bridge four or five stories in the air, the 
energy you feel when looking in on academic and 
innovative collaboration, and the solitude of finding 
your favorite spot within the wide variety of spatial 
scales, exposures, views, and daylight.”

Lab/classroom. Note the open doorway allowing a direct connection to the outdoors.
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Sensuous Curves Define  
District Wharf Park and Pier 
by Steven K. Dickens, AIA, LEED AP

Rollin’ on the RiverRollin’ on the River

Since the completion of Phase 1 in 2018, the waterfront 
mega-development known as the District Wharf has 
enjoyed instant success as a major destination for 
locals and visitors of all stripes. A central goal of the 
developer, Hoffman-Madison Waterfront, and the 
master planner, Perkins Eastman, was to avoid a 
uniformity of character and user experience that can 
happen when all the buildings of an entire precinct 
are built simultaneously. Accordingly, many different 
design firms—architects, landscape architects, and 
others—were hired. As a strategy to create authentic 
differentiations, Perkins Eastman purposely kept each 
firm somewhat in the dark about the others’ design work.

 For Michael Vergason, FASLA, of Michael 
Vergason Landscape Architects, Ltd. (MVLA), 
commissioned to design the Seventh Street Park 
and Recreation Pier, this forced a new approach. 
“Usually, by my preference, our work is quite quiet, 
indistinguishable from the good qualities of the context 
rather than stand-alone,” he said. “But in this case, Stan 
[Stanton Eckstut, FAIA, Perkins Eastman’s lead for the 
Wharf] wanted something of a quilt and thus kept us 
and the other landscape architects somewhat separate. 
It forced us to focus on our part alone, more separated 
than usual.”

The 7th Street Pier as seen from its end,  
with the “Torch” fire sculpture in the foreground.
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Project: 7th Street Park and Recreation Pier
7th & Wharf streets, SW, Washington, DC

Architects (District Wharf Master Planners): Perkins Eastman, PLLC
Landscape Architects: Michael Vergason Landscape Architects, Ltd.
Lighting Designers: C.M. Kling + Associates, Inc.
Structural Engineers (7th Street Park): The SK&A Group
Marine Engineers: Moffat & Nichol
Sustainable Design Advisors: Heller and Metzger, PC
Irrigation Consultants (7th Street Park): Lynch & Associates, Ltd.
Swings & Railings: Gutierrez Studios
Water Features: Fluidity Design Consultants LLC; Kusser FountainWorks
Fire Sculpture: Fire Features, A Division of Colombo Construction Corporation
Floating Wetlands: Biohabitats, Inc.
General Contractors: Clark Construction Group, LLC (7th Street Park);  
Cianbro Corporation, Inc. (Recreation Pier)

 MVLA’s commission was for two adjacent areas: 
a small park between two of the buildings and a 
“recreation pier” extending from the park into the 
Washington Channel. The pier, unique among a 
dozen piers at the Wharf, includes no boat docking or 
berths—it is intended for the leisurely recreation of 
pedestrians. This meant that it was not subject to the 
rather stringent requirements for docks. “There was 
still a lot of regulatory oversight,” said Vergason,  
“but we had a lot more freedom than the other  
pier designers.”
 Various leitmotifs (compositional elements that 
recur throughout the project) were explored, but early 
in the design process, the landscape architects hit upon 
the idea of a rolling wave. Although the Washington 
Channel, as a man-made harbor, is designed to have 
calm waters, the idea fit with the Wharf’s overarching 
goal to reconnect DC with its waterfront. The “fluid and 
supple” (Vergason’s description) character of the wave 
provided contrast to the rectilinear geometries of the 
development’s major buildings and the other piers. 
 The park portion was conceived as a somewhat 
traditional residential park, such as one might find 
in 19th-century areas of cities in Europe and the U.S. 
East Coast, but updated with the rolling wave motif. It 
has curving walkways irregularly carving through a 

Photo © PN Hoffman

Photo © NicLehoux

Photo © Michael Vergason  
Landscape Architects, Ltd.

Detail of the 7th Street Park.

Floating islands with aquatic plants.
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central lawn, with mounds of ornamental plantings and pockets 
for bioretention in the leftover spaces, creating rolls in the 
ground plane.
 At the portion of the project within the waterfront 
promenade—between the pier and the park—a series of arching 
fountains restates the wave motif again. Adjacent is a large 
shade structure with a rolling wave roof. From this vantage 
point, the visitor overlooks the water directly, including a 
half-dozen oval floating islands of flowering plants in the 
foreground. Anchored to the bottom so they won’t float away, 
the floating islands have perennial plants rooted through fabric 
membranes. There is no soil—the roots dangle several feet 
down into the water. The roots serve as habitat for fish and other 
aquatic organisms, and the plants act “like a pollution vacuum,” 
said Vergason, sucking up excess nutrients and stabilizing 
floating solids. 
 The rolling wave motif’s most architecturally exciting 
manifestation is at the pier. The entire pier curves like a very  
shallow “C” in plan, but it consists of two parts. Along the 
southeastern side is the kayak center and launch, which required 
a floating pier so that it is always very close to water level. Along 
the northwestern side is the leisure pier, which had to be fixed 
in place and thus needed to be elevated substantially above the 
typical water level. At the land end of the pier, the two elements 
are joined, sloping downward a bit to an inflection point, from 
which the kayak pier continues downward and transitions to 
floating, and the recreation pier rises. A sloped surface connects 
the two prongs, growing steeper as the piers diverge.
 The upper pier runs over 400 feet out to a “belvedere” which  
plays a neat trick on visitors: Heading out, one is drawn by longer 
views down the river and across to East Potomac Park (which 
culminates at Hains Point). Upon arrival at the terminus, one 
turns around and discovers that the more captivating view is 
back toward the Wharf: the line of buildings, the people, boats 
coming in and out of docks, and so forth, with the upper half of 

the Washington Monument appearing unexpectedly over the 
Case Bridge. 
 Along the length of the pier, park benches, in the form of 
minimalist wood-plank boxes, alternate with swings (wide 
enough for three abreast) hung from a series of steel-pipe arches. 
Minimalist light pylons recall the masts of sailboats. The pièce 
de résistance, however, is the 14-foot-tall fire sculpture at the 
end of the pier. Conceived as a “community campfire,” it has 
come to be called “the Torch.” Metal bars—abstractions of wood 
kindling leaned together—form an irregular tower shape that 
separates the actual flames from visitors. 
 Vergason traditionally does hand-sketching to develop 
design ideas. When the Wharf project started, the firm had just 
purchased software that provided parametric visualization 
capabilities.  “Parametrics” is a description of architectural or 
structural elements that feature both repetition and continuous 
shifting of shape, bearing, and/or dimension. The resulting 
forms can be irregular curves (for example, the curlicues of 
Frank Gehry’s Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles) or 
regular curves (as in Foster + Partners’ glass roof over the 
courtyard of the British Museum). A non-curvilinear example 
would be the ever-shifting sawtooth panels of DC’s new 
Midtown Center (Fannie Mae headquarters), by SHoP Architects 
with WDG Architecture. Although it is possible to create many 
of these geometries without computer software, the computer 
extends those possibilities and allows much easier visualization. 
It also translates the geometries into data points for the 
individual parts, facilitating fabrication and construction. 
 Parametric software is widely used in current-day 
architecture, but rarely are the results simpler or purer than at 
the 7th Street Pier, where the two prongs of the pier diverge at 
a constant rate, creating a modular yet ever-changing angled 
connector wall between them. Vergason found it to be a 
“refreshing” supplement to hand drawing, perfectly suited to 
bringing the rolling wave leitmotif of the pier to life.

Photo © Nic Lehoux

Photo © Nic LehouxThe pier as seen from above, with its wavy 
roof and steel arches supporting swings.

View of the pier with the floating portion at far left, the stationary section to its right, and the curving, sloped surface between them.
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Winstanley Architects Designs a New 
Clubhouse for the Old Dominion Boat Club
by Ronald O’Rourke

The Boating PartyThe Boating Party

The Old Dominion Boat Club (ODBC), founded in 1880 
to support Alexandrians in their pursuit of water-
related activities, particularly rowing and sailing, 
is Virginia’s second-oldest boat club. But its new 
clubhouse, designed by Winstanley Architects & 
Planners of Alexandria and Miami, is decidedly  
21st-century in its approach to sustainable design.
 Located at the base of Prince Street on Alexandria’s 
waterfront—or, as the ODBC helpfully notes for its  
mariner membership, at latitude 38o 48’ 10.4” 
North, longitude 77o 2’ 21.8” West—the clubhouse 
is environmentally friendly not just because of the 
architecture itself, but also thanks to the project’s role 
in remediating its site.

 Michael Winstanley, AIA, AICP, was the 
project’s design principal and lead designer. Leejung 
Hong, LEED AP, was the team leader, and George 
Eisenberger, AIA, LEED AP, was the project’s technical 
principal. Hong and Eisenberger were responsible for 
the sustainability and resilience features.
 In designing the three-story, 14,800-square-foot 
building, the architects’ parti—meaning their primary 
concept or organizing idea—was to emulate the form 
of the historic but derelict Beachcombers restaurant 
building that previously stood on the site. The resulting 
design, sheathed in western red cedar on its upper 
floors, is one story higher and almost twice as long as 
the 3,595-square-foot restaurant building, but it follows 

North façade of the Old Dominion Boat Club.
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Project: Old Dominion Boat Club
0 [sic] Prince Street, Alexandria, VA

Architects/Landscape Architects/Interior Designers: Winstanley 
Architects & Planners
Structural Engineers: Structura
Mechanical Engineers: Provectus
Civil Engineers: Christopher Consultants
General Contractor: Forrester Construction

the older building’s basic volume (a simple rectangle 
in plan) while retaining its width and re-creating its 
signature design feature: a cantilevered, wraparound 
upper-floor balcony facing the water.
 The new clubhouse is part of Alexandria’s broader 
efforts to redevelop its waterfront. ODBC acquired 
the site from the city in exchange for the site of its 
old clubhouse, a 1923 structure about a block away at 
1 King Street—a property that the city, as part of its 
redevelopment plan, wanted to incorporate into a new 
waterfront park.
 The old Beachcombers building was built in 
1948 over the water, on fluted concrete pilings, with 
a pier and walkway connecting it to the shoreline. 

All photos © Jessica Marcotte, except as noted
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Over time, the water between the restaurant and the 
shore was gradually filled in, and not always in an 
environmentally sensitive manner: In a 2006 interview, 
one of the restaurant’s owners recalled that in the early 
1950s, cement trucks getting ready to return to their 
concrete plant at the end of the day flushed their mixers 
over the bulkhead.
 Working with the filled-in riverside site required 
careful remediation efforts. Contaminated materials 
were excavated and disposed of in accordance with 
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality waste-
management regulations, and petroleum-impacted 
materials were taken to facilities capable of handling 
substances containing nonhazardous (but nevertheless 
undesirable) levels of petroleum hydrocarbons.
 Groundwater from the site’s excavation and 
dewatering was treated with a granular activated 
carbon (GAC) system and then transferred to a 
holding tank that was configured to separate any 
free-phase petroleum. Following that, the water was 
directed through bag filters to remove sediment, and 
again through GAC absorption vessels to remove 
volatile organic compounds. The separated free-phase 
petroleum was retained in separation tanks and 
disposed of by a licensed waste hauler. 
 Concentrations of methane at the site were above 
the threshold for risk of explosion, so a vapor barrier 
was installed under the concrete slab to prevent the gas 
from accumulating above ground.
 The site, which is in a flood zone, was regraded 
to a 10-year-flood elevation of 6 feet, 2 inches, and 
the clubhouse’s parking lot was regraded to direct 
rainwater into the city’s storm water system.
 All these actions are essentially invisible to those 
visiting the site today, but they form an important part 
of the project’s sustainable design profile.
 Consistent with Alexandria’s requirements for 
new buildings, the clubhouse itself was designed to 
meet a LEED Silver-equivalent standard. The building 
incorporates heat-recovery and variable refrigerant 

flow systems that are coupled with a dedicated outside 
air system for ventilation. The clubhouse’s kitchens 
were placed on the building’s north side, allowing for 
ample windows on its south, east, and west sides for 
daylighting interior spaces. The windows use a low-
emissivity, argon-filled, insulated glazing with a low 
U-factor, in conformance with strict requirements for 
buildings in Alexandria’s Old Town. The building is 
equipped with low-flow plumbing fixtures to achieve a 
20% reduction in water use.
 “The extensive use of red cedar [for the building’s 
siding] is a big [sustainable-design] feature,” Hong said.  
“Wood is the only major building material that is renewable.  
Not only is it durable, it requires much less energy to 
produce and has low impact on air and water quality. 
Western red cedar is recyclable, biodegradable, and comes 
from the most sustainably managed forests globally.”
 The building’s relationship with its newly 
remediated site was carefully managed. Consistent 
with the Chesapeake Bay Act and Article XIII of 
Alexandria’ zoning ordinance, the building’s roof and 
outdoor areas drain to a planter wrapping around 
the north and east sides. Filtered storm water is then 
discharged to the existing closed-conduit storm sewer 
system, with a check valve installed to control any 
possible back pressure caused by a flood.
 The clubhouse “has been designed to meet the 
criteria established by FEMA to make the structure 
resilient during weather events,” Winstanley said. 
“That was accomplished by flood-proofing a small 
area on the ground floor, such as the lobby area, and 
locating all building equipment on the roof. The ODBC 
that once flooded numerous times a year [at its old 
location] will now be a dry structure when many of the 
other properties in Old Town are flooded.”
 In designing a new building, architects often look 
to the surrounding architectural context for potential 
design cues. But in this case, that wasn’t very helpful, 
because the old Beachcombers building stood by itself, 
out in the water. “With no [historical architectural] 

Courtesy of Winstanley  
Architects & Planners

The boat club from the northwest. Historic photo of the old Beachcombers 
restaurant from the same angle.
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South façade.

Close-up view of the south façade, showing the 
contrasting but complementary materials.
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context in which to connect, the design team focused on the 
original intent of the [ODBC] as a rowing club,” the firm said. 
“With wooden boats as a [design] driver, we asked the question, 
‘What would the boat builders build?’”
 In presenting the design to the Board of Architectural 
Review for Old Town Alexandria, “we shared our view that 
the language of the project should not be based on a specific 
architectural stylistic period but instead should speak to a 
building that reflects the history of the boat club by using 
materials and detailing similar to what a boat builder would 
[use],” the architects said. “The piers and decking at the front of 
the building illustrate the history of the waterfront dating back 
to the 1700s.”
 The project involved replacing a derelict structure “with very 
little redeeming architectural character, other than a cantilevered 
wood porch,” Winstanley said. “Our approach allowed us to 
develop an aesthetic about wood, joinery, and structure.”
 The firm, he added, “researched boat club typologies 
extensively to understand the history of the building type. 
Architecturally, this project required us to thread the narrow 
path of designing a contemporary structure that had cultural 
references sufficient to satisfy the Alexandria Board of 
Architectural Review, notoriously known for requiring direct 
historical references to historic periods.”
 In designing interiors, “one technique we use to set the 
tone and atmosphere is mood boards,” the firm said. “Created 
for each special room, we use photography, furniture, color, 
signage, and even images of food to help our clients see what 

we imagine. Our design sought to make the lower floors of the 
clubhouse feel like the lower decks of a real ship, with large 
wood braces and repetitive structure, and rustic and darker 
tones. Upstairs, we created a light-filled space reminiscent of a 
luxury liner, with light wood tones and nautical blue accents.”
 With the project now completed, “the history of the 
Beachcomber is secured in the [new] building,” the architects 
said. “The ODBC has a new image of a contemporary urban boat 
club boasting its own history as a rowing club, with the pairs of 
oars mounted on the exterior that greet first time viewers.”
 “Because our studio is located in Old Town Alexandria, the 
project had particular significance and importance to us,” Hong 
said. “During the 2018 Alexandria Contemporary Architecture 
Symposium, in a poll of favorite contemporary buildings 
constructed in the last 10 years, this project was voted number 
one in a landslide.” She added that the project’s contracting 
team at Forrester Construction “approached and completed this 
project with incredible attention to detail in their work on the 
design.” The $9.5-million building was completed on budget.
 “This project was extremely complex—culturally, 
technically, and politically,” Winstanley said. “What makes 
us most happy is that we were able to design an ahistorical 
structure in one of the most revered historical neighborhoods 
in the country. The character of the wood structure along 
the waterfront doesn’t reflect a specific style or reference, but 
appeals to a sense of beauty through the materials used and the 
way in which they are assembled.”

Interior of the bar/restaurant, which occupies the cantilevered space on the top floor.
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Bayfront Residence  
Sits Lightly on the Land
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

The Convertible  
House
The Convertible  
House

“It was as if someone gives you the shape of a 
dachshund and says, ‘Make a house out of it.’”
 That’s how Mark McInturff, FAIA, described 
the challenge of designing a new house to replace a 
dilapidated and oddly shaped structure on a roughly 
peninsular site along the Chesapeake Bay. Current 
codes would no longer allow building so close to the 
shoreline, but the existing house, which had been 
damaged by fire, could be replaced as long as the new 
structure’s footprint conformed precisely to the shape 
of the original foundation, with all its quirks. A new 
freestanding garage was permitted further inland, 
beyond the currently mandated setbacks.

 From a regulatory perspective, replacing the 
existing house was by no means a shoo-in. “I had to 
prove to the county Board of Appeals that our project 
met the requirements,” said McInturff. “So I made a 
little model of the existing house, then I made a model 
of the new house with no base. At the hearing, I held 
up the model of the new house and dropped it like a 
glove over the existing. Done!”
 While the plan of the previous house was 
idiosyncratic, its siting was admirable. The long body of 
the “dachshund” shape ran parallel to the shoreline of 
the larger adjacent body of water, allowing for excellent 
views. The narrowness of the plan also lent itself to 

Courtesy of McInturff Architects
The previous house on the site.

Entry façade of the house  
on Tilghman Creek.
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easy natural ventilation, which was one of several 
environment-conscious priorities for the clients.
 “They had a strong agenda,” said McInturff of his 
clients. The site, which has water on two and a half 
sides, enjoys steady, cooling breezes, and the clients 
wanted to take every advantage of that. With that in 
mind, McInturff and project architect Christopher 

Boyd, AIA, conceived the house as a “convertible” 
dwelling, allowing for multiple configurations of 
windows and screens depending on specific conditions. 
 “The dining room and adjacent living room have 
a folding glass wall,” explained McInturff, “but if 
you don’t have a screen, that’s not always useful. We 
decided to make a porch right next to these rooms and 
put screens at the outer boundary. So they can open the 
doors and leave the screens down (or up, if there aren’t 
too many bugs), or close off the house and use the 
porch separately.” 
 In addition, operable casement windows 
throughout the house are shielded by deep overhangs, 
so they can be left open for natural ventilation even 
when it’s raining. All these efforts have paid off. So far, 
according the McInturff, the clients keep the windows 
and folding doors open about 80% of the time in the 
summer, using air-conditioning only as a last-ditch 
measure on the hottest and most humid days.  

The Convertible  
House

Project: House on Tilghman Creek 
Claiborne, MD

Architects: McInturff Architects
Landscape Architects: McHale Landscape Design
Structural Engineers: Baker Ingram & Associates
Civil Engineers: Lane Engineering, LLC
Geotechnical Engineers: John D. Hynes & Associates, Inc.
Rainwater Harvesting Consultant: Rainwater Management 
Solutions
Pool Consultants: Clearwater Pool & Spa Co., Inc.
Audiovisual/Security/Automation/Phone/Data Consultants: 
Electronic Home Environments
Contractor: ThinkMakeBuild

Photo © Julia Heine
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Dusk view. Note the rooftop “monitors” that 
bring daylight deep into the house.
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 Other distinctive architectural features of the 
house include a series of zinc-clad rooftop light 
monitors—reminiscent of dormers, but emerging from 
a flat rather than a sloped roof—that bring controlled 
daylight into interior spaces. This serves to balance the 
light entering through perimeter windows on bright 
days while reducing the need for artificial illumination 
on darker days or in the early evening. From a purely 
compositional standpoint, the monitors also provide 
vertical complements to the insistently horizontal 
overhangs above the first and second floors.
 Other green features of the house are less obvious. 
There is, for instance, a 9,000-gallon cistern system 
in the basement that captures rainwater for use in 
irrigation. Geothermal wells, which harvest natural 
underground heat, support radiant floor heating 
throughout the house. Zoned control systems monitor 
and optimize energy consumption. 
 The clients wanted a house that felt natural but 
not rustic, and which seemed “settled on the land.” 
The exterior materials and colors were selected so as to 
ensure that the house would blend in with the wooded 
site and appear unobtrusive when viewed from passing 
boats. McInturff confirmed this directly by taking a 
kayak out on the water and snapping a photo of the 
completed house. While by no means invisible from 
the water, the house appears quite modest, nestled 
comfortably among mature trees. 

Photo © Julia Heine

Photo © Mark McInturff

Photo © Jeff McInturff

The house as seen from the water.

Aerial view of the site.
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 Since moving into the house, the clients “have gone on 
to become real stewards of the land,” said McInturff. They 
have worked to mitigate erosion by restoring about 100 feet 
of “living shoreline,” protecting the habitat for terrapins and 
other wildlife. They converted about one-half of the open 
landscape from high-maintenance lawn into natural meadow, 
incorporating native plants, grasses, and wildflowers. They also 
added solar panels to the roofs of the guest wing and garage, 
reducing metered electricity usage by about 40% to 50%. There 
are even times when the panels generate enough power to send 
some back to the local public utility.
 McInturff praised the clients for their vision and 
sophistication. “These are people who are very accomplished, 
very managerial—they knew what they wanted,” he said.  
“The husband is also very techno-savvy. The house has every 
high-tech system imaginable, and he can track everything from 
his telephone.”
 When asked about how this project fits in with his overall 
body of work, McInturff replied, “I have a broad range of 
interests, and so do our clients. The DC area has an unbelievably 
diverse and educated client base. In the end, I don’t think our 
buildings look like me—I think they look more like our clients.”

Photo © Julia Heine

Photo © Julia Heine

Living/dining area, with folding glass doors and 
screened porch at right background.

Screened porch, with window wall open.
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Small Shed Enjoys Unusual Prominence  
on a Bethesda Property
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

Up in FrontUp in Front

Sheds are typically found in rear yards for the obvious reason 
that they tend to serve utilitarian purposes—and look like it. The 
“TreeHouse Shed” designed by Gardner Architects LLC for a  
suburban property in Bethesda is exceptional both for its location—
near the main house’s entrance—and its elegant materials and 
composition. A visitor approaching for the first time could easily 
mistake it for a teahouse or similar ceremonial structure.
 The improbable position of the shed derives from the 
awkward topography of the site, combined with strict zoning 
regulations that severely limited options for placement of 
auxiliary structures. 
 “The shed is actually part of a broader story that began in 
2009, when the homeowner came to us about her main house, 
which was built in 1960,” said Amy E. Gardner, FAIA, LEED AP.  
“We didn’t want to tear it down, and even if we could have,  
zoning guidelines in existence now would have been prohibitive. 
So, instead we did a gut renovation and addition, and developed 
a master plan for preserving the landscape as much as possible.”

 Gardner worked with Jordan Honeyman Landscape 
Architecture to manage storm water runoff, eliminate invasive 
plant species, and create or enhance animal habitats. “The 
owner is a rabid wildlife enthusiast,” said Gardner. “She wanted 
to attract pollinators and birds. We created a pollinator garden 
while preserving mature trees that contribute to the forested 
character of the community.”
 Since the house lacks a garage or walk-out basement, the 
owner also wanted a freestanding structure for storing garden 
hoses, tools, a wheelbarrow, and bicycles. Given the slope of 
the site and the zoning constraints, Gardner landed on the 
idea of siting the shed toward the front of the property (which, 
curiously, is defined by zoning as the rear yard), then designing 
it to complement the architecture of the renovated main house. 
Positioned at an angle to the house’s front façade, and with a 
small stone-paved terrace in between, the new shed now helps 
to define a sort of entrance court. 

The TreeHouse Shed at left, with a  
corner of the main house at right.
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 The shed’s material palette complements, but does not 
exactly replicate, that of the main house. The two structures 
share the same vertical cedar siding, but while the main house’s 
horizontal wood accent panels are made of ipe, that would have 
been too heavy for the sliding doors on the shed, so Gardner 
specified stained cedar instead. The shed’s dark painted wood 
trim offsets the greys and browns of the cedar, and contrasts 
with the yellowish plywood lining the interior. 
 Because the shed opens up on a flat terrace, the owner 
can easily pull items out and shuffle them around as needed, 
making the structure much more functional than if it had been 
crammed in an out-of-the way spot. Some boulders found on site 
were moved in order to maintain the appropriate slope of the 
land and provide places to sit. 
 No word yet on whether the owner has ever actually 
thought to serve tea here, but the meticulously designed setting 
seems well suited should she choose to do so.

Project: TreeHouse Shed and Landscape
Bethesda, MD

Architects: Gardner Architects LLC
Landscape Architects/Master Planners: Jordan Honeyman Landscape 
Architecture
Structural Engineers: 1200 Architectural Engineers
General Contractor: Added Dimensions

All photos © John Cole PhotographyThe TreeHouse Shed at left, with a  
corner of the main house at right.

The shed and the main house, with the paved terrace between them.

The shed as seen from the rear yard, with the sliding doors open.

The shed with the sliding doors closed.
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Architect Designs 
an Ultra-Low-
Energy Home for 
Her Family
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

Passive-House 
Aggressive
Passive-House 
Aggressive

By now, most readers of ARCHITECTUREDC are familiar  
with the LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental  
Design) program, a rating system developed by the U.S. 
Green Building Council to encourage environmentally 
responsible design and construction. LEED, however, is 
just one of numerous green building standards in use 
around the world. Others include BREEAM (Building 
Research Establishment Environmental Assessment 
Method), based in the U.K.; the WELL Building Standard,  
which emphasizes occupants’ health; and the Living 
Building Challenge, which assesses a building’s 
environmental performance over a 12-month period 
before certification. Each of these programs has both its 
strengths and weaknesses and its adherents and critics.
 Passive House is a voluntary standard focusing 
on energy efficiency. Established in 1996 in Germany 
by the Passivhaus Institute (PHI), the program has 
grown slowly but steadily, and has been applied to both 
residential and non-residential projects at a variety 
of scales. In 2007, an Illinois architect and her builder 
partner founded the non-profit Passive House Institute 
US, Inc. (PHIUS), a separate organization that has 
refined the passive house standards to respond to the 
widely varying climates in North America.
 Architect Robin McGrew, AIA, LEED AP, PHIUS 
CPHC, now an associate with Cunningham | Quill 
Architects in DC, first became interested in the Passive 
House concept while her family was living in Greece. 
When they returned home to DC, she and her husband 
were eager to move into a smaller house. Ultimately, 
they decided to subdivide the double lot that they 
already owned, build a new house on the open part of 
the site, and sell their previous house. Having become 
a certified Passive House architect, McGrew saw the 
opportunity to apply her specialized knowledge to her 
own family’s home, which she designed independently 
before joining her current firm.

McGrew’s Passive House  
as seen from the street.

Living room.
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Project: McGrew House
Washington, DC

Architect/Certified Passive House Consultant: Robin McGrew, 
AIA, LEED AP, PHIUS CPHC
Structural Engineers: Linton Engineering, LLC
Mechanical Engineers: Think Little
Civil Engineers/Permit Services: CAS Engineering-DC, LLC
Energy Modelling/Passive House Consulting: Peabody Architects
Third-Party Verification/PHIUS Rater: Conway Energy
General Contractor: AllenBuilt, Inc.

 The keys to the Passive House system are 
airtightness and moisture control. Success in these 
areas requires not just careful design, but precise 
construction. McGrew found an eager partner in 
contractor John Allen of AllenBuilt Inc., who became a 
certified Passive House builder himself.
 “Once you change your approach to putting the 
building together,” said McGrew, “it’s not difficult. The 
mentality in the U.S. has traditionally been to slap it up 
quickly. Passive House requires that you take a little 
more time and have more supervision. I put together a 
very clear set of drawings, and I drew a detail for every 
kind of penetration [where any element intersects with 
the building envelope].”
 The house is built primarily of wood, a renewable 
material that naturally sequesters carbon. Outside 
walls consist of 2x6 studs with high-grade cavity 
insulation plus continuous expanded polystyrene 
(EPS) insulation on the exterior. Windows and glazed 
exterior doors are triple-pane. The roof is framed with 
2x12’s with cavity insulation plus a continuous layer 
of 3.5” insulation on the outside. All penetrations 
for plumbing and other necessary components are 
thoroughly sealed. With modest supplementation from 
photovoltaic panels on the roof, the house is effectively 
net-zero-energy.
 Meanwhile, McGrew also worked to ensure that 
the project was responsible in terms of storm water 
management. She took advantage of DC’s River Smart 
Homes program, which offers incentives for installing 
rain barrels, a rain garden, a water infiltration garden, 
and shade trees. These measures reduce the strain on 
the city’s sewer system.
 Perhaps not surprisingly, the spartan white 
exterior of the house evokes contemporary residential 
architecture in northern Europe. The simple form 

All photos © Allen Russ/Hoachlander Davis Photography

Living room.

Family room with built-in shelving and seating.
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derives in part from the lack of overhangs, which would be problematic 
in a Passive House project because of thermal bridging (which can 
occur at points where different materials or systems meet and allow 
heat to enter or escape through the building envelope). Thanks to the 
ultra-high-performance exterior, overhangs really weren’t necessary to 
block solar heat gain anyway.
 “We did not want a quirky house just for ourselves,” explained 
McGrew. “It was important for us to make it easily resellable. I didn’t 
want our house to jump out at you, but it’s a high-performance house, so 
I wanted it to look a little more clean and spare. It’s really just a modern 
take on the simple gabled houses common in the neighborhood.”

Kitchen.

Entry hall and staircase.





Architects Turn Rooftops  
into Usable Space
by G. Martin Moeller, Jr., Assoc. AIA

Reclaiming  
the Fifth Plane
Reclaiming  
the Fifth Plane

The roof is the quintessential symbol of shelter and, by 
extension, a synecdoche—a figure of speech in which the 
part represents the whole—for architecture itself (as in the 
expression “a roof over one’s head”). It is a building’s first line 
of defense against the elements, and yet most occupants rarely 
think about the roof above them unless it’s leaking.
 Over the past five years, BELL Architects has worked on 
several projects in which a typical flat roof—the “fifth plane” of 
the building—has been converted from a largely inaccessible 
area littered with mechanical equipment into a useful amenity. 
These projects, the firm argues, represent a form of resilient 
design, enabling existing buildings to adapt to changing needs 
and opportunities without extensive (and expensive) interior 
renovations or additions. Reimagined rooftops such as these can 
also promote environmental sustainability and users’ health 
by helping to insulate the buildings, filtering rainwater, and 
enhancing access to fresh air and sunlight—especially welcome 
amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. 

Urban Farm and Greenhouse  
at UDC Building 44
The earliest of the rooftop conversions by BELL Architects 
was the Urban Farm and Greenhouse atop Building 44 at the 

University of the District of Columbia (UDC), completed in 
2015. The centerpiece of the College of Agriculture, Urban 
Sustainability and Environmental Sciences Urban Food Hub, the 
rooftop farm not only provides space to grow fresh produce, but 
also accommodates food preparation and distribution facilities, 
including a pantry serving UDC students who may not have 
access to adequate healthful food. The renovation also serves  
to reduce stormwater runoff, which can strain the municipal 
sewer system. 
 The UDC project was previously featured in the Winter 
2015 issue of ARCHITECTUREDC as the recipient of an AIA|DC 
Presidential Citation for Design and Wellbeing.

Project: Urban Farm and Greenhouse at UDC Building 44
4200 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC

Architects: BELL Architects
Landscape Architects: Landscape Architecture Bureau
Structural Engineers: Silman
Consultants: UDC Master Gardener Coordinator/Horticulture 
Extension Agent
General Contractor: Consys

Photo © CONSYS

Photo © BELL

The rooftop farm on UDC’s Building 44.

Rooftop before conversion.
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Union Market Rooftop Stadium
In January 2019, EDENS, the firm behind the redevelopment of the 
Union Market District, asked BELL Architects to help realize a bold idea: 
building a temporary tennis stadium on the roof of the main Union 
Market building to accommodate an annual tournament hosted by 
DC’s professional tennis team, the Washington Kastles. The catch? The 
tournament was scheduled for that July—just six months off.
 The tight timeframe wasn’t the only challenge. EDENS envisioned 
the revamped rooftop as a permanent but flexible amenity space for 
residents of the burgeoning neighborhood and other patrons. Therefore, 
the design would have to allow for varied uses and configurations, 
including easy demounting and reinstallation of the tennis stadium to 
accommodate the Kastles’ seasonal playing schedules.
 Fortunately, the existing structure was relatively robust, so the 
roughly 20,000-square-foot rooftop addition did not require significant 
structural enhancements—just some lateral bracing at the tops of the 
columns. A lightweight concrete slab serves as an even platform for the 
roofscape and the playing surface for tennis matches. When the stadium 
is removed, wood-plastic-composite decking and synthetic turf can be 
placed over the slab to create a more park-like atmosphere. The finished 
level of the roof deck thus varies, so the perimeter guardrails were designed 
to be adjustable in height. Recessed anchors allow for easy installation of 
tents up to 50 by 110 feet for weddings or other special events.
 Because the roof deck was conceived as a venue for sporting events, 
concerts, and other mass gatherings, public accessibility presented yet 
another challenge. To handle the crowds, the design team extended 
existing staircases to the roof level, and added an elevator in a shaft that 
had been constructed in a previous renovation but never fitted out. 
 The roof deck is currently configured as open space, with 
refreshments sold out of a converted shipping container. An additional 
container, containing a full kitchen, will be arriving soon, and EDENS 
expects to have a full-service restaurant operational by the end of the 
year. Given ongoing restrictions on indoor dining and gathering during 
the pandemic, the project could hardly have been timed better.

Project: Union Market Rooftop Stadium
1309 5th Street, NE, Washington, DC

Architects: BELL Architects
Structural Engineers: Tadjer-Cohen-Edelson
MEP Engineers: Dwyer
General Contractor: Forrester Construction

Photo © Hover Solutions

Photo © Willis Bretz

Photo © BELL

Drone photo of the converted rooftop.

A tennis match on the roof  
of the Union Market building.

The rooftop  
before conversion.

Rooftop before conversion.
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Department of the Interior  
Childcare Playground
BELL Architects’ most recent rooftop project is a new playground nestled 
into a narrow slot between taller wings of the Stewart Lee Udall Department 
of the Interior (DOI) Building. The playground adjoins the department’s 
existing indoor childcare center. Previously, participating children had to 
be taken to a park across a busy street in order to play outdoors.
 “We wanted to keep the space open,” said project manager Eleanor 
Choi, AIA, LEEDapBD+C. “DOI representatives guided us as to what 
types of equipment to include, and the target age ranges for the children. 
There needed to be a defined area for babies to age 2, then a space for ages 
2 to 5, then 5 to 7. We included lots of interactives for babies—things to pull 
themselves up on, improving motor function and encouraging creativity.”
 If the aesthetic of the playground looks familiar, that may be because 
the design team deliberately invoked imagery and graphic conventions 
related to the National Park System, which, of course, is a division of the 
Department of the Interior. The pervious rubber flooring is mostly green, 
suggestive of grass, but with a winding blue “river” running through it. 
To protect children from sharp edges on some of the existing masonry 
walls, the architects included a low glass fence around the perimeter of 
the playground, interspersed with panels depicting colorful scenes from 
various National Parks.
 The existing roof surface had been covered in irregularly shaped 
flagstone pavers, which were removed and reused elsewhere. Other than 
that, there were no changes to the original fabric of the New Deal-era 
building, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 
Lighting, security cameras, and fire alarms were accommodated on new 
poles, so that no holes would have to be drilled into the surrounding 
masonry façades. 
 “We also did not want to block views from existing windows facing the 
playground, but we added safety film to adjacent windows in case a child 
throws something,” Choi noted. “Let’s face it: It’s fun to pick up rocks.”

Project: U.S. Department of the Interior Child 
Care Playground, 
1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC

Architects: BELL Architects
Electrical Engineers: Grotheer
Playground Consultants: Sparks at Play
General Contractor: Meltech

Photo © BELL

The rooftop playground.

The rooftop  
before renovation.

Photo © BELL

Photo © BELL

A playhouse on the converted roof.
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To feature your products
or services in our upcoming
Spring Residential issue 
issue of ARCHITECTUREDC.

Contact Jody Cranford:
800-818-0289 jcranford@aiadc.com
Deadline to secure a spot for Spring: January 22nd.
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